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BRYON SIGAWIN
bryon.sigawin@gmail.com

linkedin.com/in/bryon-sigawin
bryonsigawin.com

INTRO Front-end web specialist of 6 years with a penchant for UI / UX design. Focused on crafting
maintainable systems and delivering satisfying digital experiences.

WORK
EXPERIENCE

Business & Integration Arch. Specialist
Accenture Solutions

Mar 2020 - present

● Lead front-end developer on a multi-platform (Next.js / React Native) customer identity
application for an international courier service provider.

○ In charge of a team of 5 front-end web and mobile developers to work on the client apps and
an administration portal. Provided mentorship, technical guidance and code reviews, as well
as writing and assigning task requirements.

○ In charge of designing and developing entire application features, as well as working closely
with back-end engineers to design API integrations.

○ Developed a monorepo codebase that allowed code sharing between the Next.js web app
and React Native mobile app, allowing us to develop both apps semi-concurrently.

○ Wrote an i18n routing implementation that detects, persists and redirects a user to their
current locale. Applying locale specific configurations and localizing content.

● Web build lead on an Angular web corporate banking application for a state-owned Thai bank.
Intended as a modern replacement for their existing app and to serve their corporate customers.

○ Primarily in charge of maintaining the codebase and ensuring high code quality in a team of
20 front-end web developers.

○ In charge of writing core application features and assisting the team leads to R&D feature
requirement implementations.

○ Defined coding guidelines and processes, configured CI / CD pipelines and wrote extensive
documentation for current and future maintainers.

● Defined and wrote core underlying features and standard implementations. For example, state
management, i18n, API requesting, page routing, service facades and UI component libraries.

● Designed front-end architectures and integrations, authored design specifications and system
requirements, and subsequently coded its implementation.

● Assisted project managers / Scrum masters in requirements analysis, tasks estimations, task
assignments and also in managing JIRA boards and monitoring dashboards.

● Occasionally assisted in conducting technical interviews and provided 1-to-1 onboarding sessions.

● Worked 90% remotely.

Senior UX Developer
FOREFRONT International

Nov 2016 - Feb 2020

● Developed and/or deployed multiple websites utilizing modern front-end practices (JAMStack)
and technologies (React, Next.js, GraphQL, Netlify, Contentful, Shopify, WordPress).

● Created a Gulp.js based web boilerplate, which was presented to the team and adopted as the
standard framework for the front-end team's web developers.

● Proactively carried out R&D for emerging tech in the web space. Shared learnings with team
members and leads for potential adoption, with the last being the JAMStack and Gatsby.js.

● On occasions, designed websites and created static or animated visual assets for various projects.

Hybrid Designer / Developer Intern
VLT Kuala Lumpur

Jan 2016 - Apr 2016
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EDUCATION Diploma in Multimedia Design
The One Academy

Aug 2013 - Aug 2016

SPOKEN
LANGUAGES

English (Native), Chinese - Mandarin (Conversational), Malay (Conversational)

TECHNICAL
EXPERIENCES

Languages
Key skills: TypeScript, JavaScript, CSS, SASS, HTML

JSON, YAML, Markdown, Handlebars, Pug, Twig, PHP

Technologies
Key skills: React, Next.js, styled-components, Storybook, Jest

Tailwind CSS, Svelte, SvelteKit, Nx, React Native, Angular, Vue.js, Gatsby.js, CSS Modules, Jest,
Jasmine, i18next, react-i18next, Jekyll, three.js, Threlte, Node.js, Express, ESLint, Prettier, Webpack,
Babel, TSLint, stylelint, commitizen, Husky, GitLab CI, Gulp, MySQL, GraphQL

Toolings & Softwares
Key skills: VS Code, Figma, Confluence, Jira, Git, Jenkins, Docker, Github

GitLab, SonarQube, Vercel, Azure, Netlify, Artifactory, Firebase, Shopify, Contentful, WordPress,
Postman, Adobe Creative Suite, Trello, Asana, Google Analytics, Android Studio


